Manufacturers Since 1986

ABOUT US
Who We Are ?
Munot Metalloys is a leading manufacturer of superior copper tubes, brass tubes and other copper alloy tubes. Our
company was initially a trading company for copper products started by Mr Prakashmal Munot. After gaining confidence
and seeing the vast potential in the copper and brass tube market, our first manufacturing unit was commenced in the
year 1986.We are a pioneer in the Indian copper and brass industry since 35 years. We have a vast range of products in
different grades and shapes (Round/Square/Rectangular). Brass tubes are our specialty and are exported all over the
world. Our products can be applied to an array of applications like Electrical Systems, Heat Exchangers and Condensers
and Automobiles. We have been catering the HVAC and other heating element industries with utmost efficiency. We
have an overseas office in Vietnam for better facilitation of our export customers.

Our manufacturing plant is located in the Industrial area of Pardi (Gujarat) and Daman and Diu (U.T) .We have a total of
3 highly efficient units within a span of 3 square km. The location of the units are in close proximity to JNPT (Jawaharlal
Nehru Port) which is the busiest and the most important Indian port. Establishing and maintaining a constant growth
rate over the years, our ever-increasing infrastructure now consists of a state of the art production facility. Our
production facility is well equipped with the latest machineries for making products in large quantities.
Initially we had a small copper drawn plant which we developed into a full grown highly capacity plant in 1997. Our plant
has got the approval of renowned leaders like DAIKIN, ARAI, etc. Over the years through successful collaborations and
latest technologies we have developed into a known company in the Indian and overseas market.
In order to ensure high quality batch of products as per client’s specification we follow stringent and sophisticated
Quality Control Test. Detailed testing procedures as per the dictated by ASTM, BS, DIN, JISH, EN & IS standards are
carried out at our plant.

One of our most valuable assets is the group of skilled engineers and workers who work in our production plant, They
are the backbone of our institution and provide the most needed skills to enable us to produce superior products. We
also take pride in our R& D team who constantly strive to bring the latest technologies to use in our products.

Why Choose Us ?
Our extensive experience in specific areas of the copper industry gives us the edge over other players in the industry.
We are specialized in the production and processing of products made out of copper. Some of the reasons why we are
your trusted business partners are Techno savvy infrastructure
Large production capacity
Skilled Engineers and Research Personnel
High Quality Standards
High level of Customizations
Expert Knowledge

PRODUCTS
FINNED TUBES
1). Copper Finned Tubes

Copper Fin Tubes are processed out of good Quality plain Copper Tubes. Copper Fin tubes
are used generally for various Heat Exchanger Applications Viz. Condensers, Evaporators,
Chillers, Economizers, Oil Coolers, etc. Copper DHP Fin Tubes are extensively used in sugar
refineries for condensers and evaporators. Deoxidized copper is the standard material for
transferring heat from steam to water or air because of their excellent resistance to
corrosion by fresh water and their high thermal conductivities. Copper Finned Tubes are
mostly used in heat exchangers for applications for cooling and heating of liquid and gas,
including water, oil, steam and air as well as for condensation, evaporation.

Product Specifications.

Make: Munot Make
Minimum Order Quantity- 250 kgs
Production Capacity for Finned Tubes- 100 Tons / Month.
Material/ Alloy- UNS C 12200 or DHP Copper Tubes
Outside Diameter Range- 6.35mm -76.2 mm
Wall Thickness of Tube Range- 0.5mm- 8mm (Depending on Outside Diameter).
Length Scope- 0.5 Meters - 6 Meters.
Fin Thickness- 0.3mm- 1mm Thickness.
Fin OD- 10mm -80mm
Fin Pitch- As required by client, can be customized as per requirements.

2). Copper Nickel Finned Tubes (90/10)

Cupro-Nickel Fin Tubes are processed out of plain Cupro-Nickel Tubes. 90:10 Cupro-Nickel
exhibits excellent resistance to impingement attack. This alloy is suitable for Marine
condenser tubes, especially where higher water velocities are encountered. 70:30 CuproNickel has in general, the best resistance of any of the copper alloys to impingement attack
and to corrosion from most acids and waters. It is being used in severe corrosive conditions
in which service lives longer than those of other copper alloys are desired.

Product Specifications.

Make: Munot Make
Minimum Order Quantity- 250 kgs
Production Capacity for Finned Tubes- 100 Tons / Month.
Material/ Alloy- UNS C 70600 Copper Nickel 90/10 Tubes
Outside Diameter Range- 6.35mm -76.2 mm
Wall Thickness of Tube Range- 0.5mm- 8mm (Depending on Outside Diameter).
Length Scope- 0.5 Meters - 6 Meters.
Fin Thickness- 0.3mm- 1mm Thickness.
Fin OD- 10mm -80mm
Fin Pitch- As required by client, can be customized as per requirements.

3). Other Finned Tubes.

-Integral Low finned U-Bend tubes.
-Corrugated Tubes.
-Condenser Tubes.
- End Cross Tubes.
- Fin Tubes with Internal Ribs.
- Admiralty Brass Fin tubes.
- Stainless Steel Fin Tubes.

ENGINEERING PLASTICS
Engineering plastics are a group of plastic materials that have better mechanical and/or
thermal properties than the more widely used commodity plastics (such as polystyrene, PVC,
polypropylene and polyethylene). Engineering plastics and high performance plastics are our
main business. Engineering plastics have a whole array of benefits to offer, and in many
cases can effectively replace metals or ceramics. Moreover, engineered plastic components
often provide the only alternative when it comes to the implementation of unusual technical
applications - which makes them a true pacemaker for innovation in every key of industry.
MUNOT METALLOYS processes a wide variety of engineering plastic and thermoplastic
polymers, which possess better mechanical and/or thermal properties than the more widely
used standard plastics such as polystyrene, PVC and Polyethylene.

Product Specifications.

SIZE OF SLIDING= 200 MM X 100MM
NUMBER OF HOLES= 1- 10
THICKNESS = 1MM – 30 MM

TIGER BRONZE SHEETS/PLATES/ROUND BARS.

Tiger bronze is a versatile all-purpose bronze pushing a law that can be easily machine down
to a variety of array of machined parts ,components ,bushing ,bronze sleeve and guide
.Pressure tight properties make this the ideal Bronze for Marine application or pump and
valve parts .Tiger Bronze is a very cost-effective with a wide selection of sizes combined with
Moderate strength ,easily machined and adapts to prevailing shaft condition makes this the
workhorse among bronze bushing alloys.

Product Specifications

FOR PLATES SHEETS.

WIDTH- 100MM-500 MM
LENGTH- 500 MM-1000 MM
THICKNESS -10MM -30MM

FOR RODS/ BARS

SHAPE- ROUND
OUTER DIAMETER-10MM -150MM
LENGTH-1 METER-6 METERS

Brass Tubes
1.Brass Tubes 63/37

2.Brass Tubes 70/30

3.Brass Pipes

5.Brass Rectangular Tubes

7.Aluminium Brass Tubes

4.Brass Square Tubes

6.Admiralty Brass Tubes

8.Brass Tubes For Furniture & Lightning Fixtures

9.Brass Tubes For Sugar Industries

10.Brass Tubes For Agriculture Equipments

11.Brass Tubes For General Engineering Purpose

Copper Tubes

1.Copper Square Pipes & Copper Square Tube

2.Copper Rectangular Tube

4.Copper Plumbing Tube

3.Copper Tubes for ACR Application

5.Copper Tubes for General Engineering.

6.Copper Tubes For Air Conditioning Systems and Refrigeration Systems.

7.Eco Friendly Copper Tubes

8.Copper Tubes for Heat Exchangers & Locomotives

9.Copper Bus Tubes For Electrical Application

11.Copper Tubes For Automobile Industries

10.Polished Copper Tube

12.Copper Tubes for Earthing System

13.Copper Tubes for Heating Application & Solar Panels

15.Copper Tubes For Marine Application

14.Copper Pipes

16.Copper Tubes

Copper Nickel Tube
1.Copper Nickel 90/10 Tube (C70600)

2. Copper Nickel 70/30 Tube(C71500)

3.Copper Nickel 95/55, 66/30/2/2 (C71640)

TECHNICAL INFO
Manufacturing Process

CERTIFICATIONS.

CONTACT INFO
Corporate office
17/01 17th Floor, Ramkrupa Building, Dr Parekh Street , Harkisondas Hospital,
Mumbai-400004 , Maharashtra, India.

Landline
+91 22 67437214 / +91 2267437215 / +91 22 67521165

Bhavesh Munot
+91 9930302457

Alpesh Munot
+91 9833521219

Email address
info@munotmetalloys.com

FACTORY ADDRESS
UNIT 1-

Unit 24/25 Bharat Ind Estare, Bhimpore Village,Daman-396210(U.T) India
UNIT 2-

Shed No. A2/ 64,G.I.D.C. Killa Pardi-396125,District: Valsad, Gujarat, India

OVERSEAS OFFICE: VIETNAM
MUNOT METALLOYS

76A, Long Giang Industrial Park, Tan Lap 1 Commune, Tan Phuoc District, Tien Giang
Province, Vietnam
Email id : overseas@munotmetalloys.com

